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Challenges for the ICT Market 

 The core contribution of SESAME is to create imaginative and concrete 
opportunities, for generating competitive advantages for the European 
ICT market.

 SESAME is rooted at the core requirement for improving innovation 
capacity in the European mobile industry, by consolidating a very tight 
convergence of the telecommunications and IT market. 

 The “key differentiator” is in moving towards 5G technologies where 
the European ICT market will see the emergence of new vertical 
business segments and services for consumers and enterprise 
customers.
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Main actors within the market

 End-Users (EU): Consume services provided by the Service Providers.

 Service Provider (SP) / Over-The-Top Player (OTT): The term
implicates third parties that provide products to the end-users.

 Function Provider (FP): The FP supplies virtual network appliances, 
gateways, proxies, firewalls, transcoders, etc.

 Virtual Small Cell Network Operator (VSCNO): The term implicates 
companies/legal entities that do not possess the equipment but lease it.

 Small Cell Network Operator (SCNO): A legal entity that provides the 
physical connection to Virtual Small Cells and CESCs.

 Mobile Operator (MO): Provides connectivity to Small Cells or
provides wireless access to end-users in wide areas.

 Fixed Telecom Provider/Operator/Internet Service Provider (ISP):
A legal entity that provides backhaul connection.

 IT Equipment Vendor/manufacturer (ITEV): Companies/legal entities
that develop and/or sell IT equipment.

 Spectrum Owner (SO): Possesses and rents spectrum licenses to
operators.

 Venue Owner (VO): A mall or a stadium or an enterprise or a
municipality etc. A VO can facilitate the deployment of Small Cells.

Actor Interaction
Main actors identified in SESAME:
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Overview of Scenarios

Scenario 1: Enterprise Services in Multi-Tenant Large Business Centres
 This provides a situation of one CESC provider which owns, deploys and maintains the network infrastructure of Small

Cells and of a Light DC, inside premises where different enterprises/legal entities are hosted.
 In this case, the CESC provider shall establish a Service Level Agreement (SLA) with each customer enterprise to enable

enterprise users accessing different services.

Scenario 2: Enhanced Service Experience on the move
 In this scenario, a CESC provider manages distributed CESC clusters deployed in geographically adjacent areas and so

supports a mobile network provider who is offering services to his end-users through the CESC infrastructures.

 The relationship between the entities is regulated by different SLAs which are established between the CESC operator and
the service provider and between the service provider and his end-users.

Scenario 3: Service Provisioning in Flash Crowd Events
 This scenario leverages the CESC cluster resources, which are essentially the collection of a number of CESCs (i.e., Small

Cells with their micro-servers).
 This scenario allows showing that multi-tenancy can be considered as a built-in function of the system.
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Schematic Depiction of  Scenarios

Scenario 1 
Scenario 2

Scenario 3 
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Competitive advantages for Communication Service 
Providers and Service/Application Providers (I)

 Rapid deployment of new services for consumer and enterprise business 
segments.

 Adding new revenue streams from innovative services delivered from 
closer to the user, together with offering the user a better service-oriented 
quality of experience (QoE), leveraging the Light DC and the CESCM entities 
and, furthermore, improving revenue opportunities by sharing the 
infrastructure for specific service providers.

 Introduction of new applications which are “aware” of the local context in 
which they operate (localized information, density information, etc.) 
through the integration of the CESC virtual small cells functionalities.
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Competitive advantages for Communication Service 
Providers and Service/Application Providers (II)

• Drastic reduction of OPEX costs by offloading signaling and management 
related functionalities closer to the edge and by developing smarter 
management techniques, and further limiting the TCO (total cost of 
ownership) / CAPEX costs by promoting shared infrastructures enabled by 
the multi-tenancy and related virtualised multi-service management 
framework. 

• Flexible development of market innovative and ground breaking services 
and applications that take advantage of the contextual information 
provided by the CESC on the radio network conditions and other 
information at the edges (e.g., edge caching, critical services). 
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Competitive advantages for Communication Service 
Providers and Service/Application Providers (III)

• Creation of new market entrants by “opening up” the shared 
infrastructures to new software and application providers, infrastructure 
vendors and other Communication Service providers (CSPs), thereby 
increasing revenues and also promoting regulatory support. 

• Advantages to equipment vendors and manufacturers so as to greatly 
enhance their product portfolio and to develop novel offering in the area of 
virtualised and cloud-enabled small cells platforms. 
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Incentives for Adoption 

For Operators: 
• Increase of customer lifetime by improving QoS and QoE; 
• increase of sales on slices, and; 
• reduction of CAPEX and OPEX by using NFV. 

For (e-)service providers and Over-The-Top providers: 
• Increase of sales on (e-)services delivery (health, security, entertainment, etc.). 

For Equipment vendors and hardware manufacturers: 
• Increase of sales on equipment and related products (smart phones, sensors, home 

automation, cars, etc.). 

For the Whole market at country level:
• Creation of new market players such as network functions developers and facility managers;
• Acceleration of the time to market, and;
• Deliverance of agility and flexibility.
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Value Proposition
 Enhancement of both QoS and QoE, mainly due to improved capacity, low 

latency and caching;

 Decrease of energy consumption by moving computation and data at the 
edge;

 Improvement of network performance and availability of services 
because of the inclusion/use of SCs;

 Improvement of health, saving lives and entertainment;

 Reduction of “rural/urban divide” as SESAME can offer services to 
locations which lack network coverage (such as rural or mountain areas) 
through the use of CESC clusters;

 Potential for creating new jobs as new players can enter the market (e.g.: 
network function developers, facility managers).
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Value Creation Enablers 
SESAME creates value by creating tools and providing solutions, such as:
 CESC: A micro-server along with the Small Cell forms a CESC (computing, storage and 

radio resources)

 CESC cluster: It consists of a number of CESCs and provides access to a geographical area. 

 CESCM (CESC Manager): central orchestration component, integrating all the necessary 
network management elements and the novel functional blocks 

 “Self-x” features: Self-planning, self-healing and self-optimization functions etc., leading 
to the automated operation of CESCs. 

 Virtualised execution environment (Light DC): chain different VNFs to meet a requested 
network service. 

 Edge computing capabilities: acceleration, virtualization, caching, etc. 

 Multi-tenancy: Multiple operators sharing the same infrastructure through slicing. 

 Reduce the average service creation time: multiple services to be deployed at a lower 
time scale.

 Contribution to standardization. 
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Summary of Value Proposition/Creation along
with results and features 
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SESAME Business Model
• Control over the value network is 

distributed among multiple players and 
not only to the traditional operators, 
even if the measurement of its degree of 
control is higher than the other players in 
the value chain.

• Involved market “players”/actors are 
divided according to their type and then 
categorized into target groups depending 
on their relevance to the SESAME 
ecosystem.
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Conclusions
• SESAME offers the possibility to create strong impact in the market as 

well as to provide significant perspectives for growth to the involved 
players, coming from various potential areas/sectors. 

• In addition, we have discussed incentives for SESAME adoption, together 
with value proposition and creation, as resulting from the latest evolution 
of the project. 

• A dedicated business model presented with details regarding the involved 
actors, their interrelations and corresponding revenue streams, inter-alia 
by highlighting the significant roles of contents providers, brokers and 
verticals so that to realize most of the SESAME business potential 
expectations. 
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Thank you for your attention!
http://www.sesame-h2020-5g-ppp.eu/
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